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Law for Life
Reading from the Old Testament:  Exodus 20:1-17

A sweaty, unkempt Tom Hanks with a jaw full of chewing tobacco, uttered
one of the more memorable lines in film history to a young woman on a bad day in
A League of Their Own.  “There’s no crying in baseball!” Whether the rule is
reasonable or not, there it is along with a slew of other unwritten rules that are not
learned in a textbook but through humiliation, punctuated with the searing taunt,
“That is not the way we do things around here.”

Of course, baseball is known for a whole culture of unwritten maxims.
Pitchers don’t step on the baseline, and if the hurler reaches the fifth inning without
allowing a hit, you do not utter the words, no-hitter. In fact, it’s just better to keep
your distance from the guy. And did you know it is sacrilege for anyone but the
pitcher to step on the pitcher’s mound as they run to their positions between
innings? Also, in the event the pitcher hits you with a pitch, whatever you do, do
not rub the mark it leaves; never give the pitcher the satisfaction of your pain.

Certainly, there is rarely any context immune from the imposition of a whole
heap of rules written and unwritten, formal and informal. If you are planning to
make chicken salad in the South, don’t you dare even think of making it with
Miracle Whip. And down here, if it ain’t movin’, monogram it. On the golf course,
do not walk in the line of someone’s putt or speak once he or she addresses the
ball. At the social event, when the host starts cleaning, the party’s over and you
need to either help or go home. Here’s a new one for the digital age, when
someone shows you a picture on their phone, don’t swipe left or right . . . you don’t
want to see something embarrassing. (thebertshow.com) And for gosh sakes, let people
exit the elevator before entering.

It’s a paradox, isn’t it? We venerate words like freedom and independence
and yet so much of life is dependent upon all manner of rules, regulations, codes,
statutes, ordinances, guidelines, accepted practices, and dare I say, commandments.

Journeying with the people of the Exodus, we’ve heard about deliverance
from slavery and the march toward freedom, but along with the hunger, the thirst,
the fear, the complaints, and the exhaustion, there is another significant challenge
confronting them on this journey. Remember, these Israelites have only known
captivity and have all their lives been inured/conditioned to slavery as were their
parents and grandparents before them.

Imagine the experience of authoritarian, fear-based rule where every word or
deed is subject to the brutal, often violent scrutiny or reprisal of your overseers; all
of life constrained by arbitrary rules and the sadistic whims of those with the
power to interpret and enforce the rules however they choose. Above the entrance



gate of Auschwitz’s infamous concentration camp is a wrought iron sign spelling
out the cryptically deceptive words, Arbeit Macht Frei, translated, Work Sets You
Free. Yet, those who would pass under it would know only the terrifying opposite
of freedom, cowering with each measured step knowing that being noticed was a
death sentence.

Some of you here today managed to survive the experience of some form of
boot camp, be it military or athletic or academic or corporate, where the spirit is
pushed to a point just short of the breaking point or maybe even beyond it.  The
football or volleyball coach, the drill sergeant, the law professor, the overzealous
corporate tyrant – they all speak of breaking down their
subjects/charges/recruits/athletes in order to recondition or rebuild them for
purposes sometimes noble, sometimes suspect, sometimes mercenary, sometimes
pernicious. Your mind, your spirit, your movement, and your actions dictated to
you by an outside, often capricious and abusive authority – In such cases release
from captivity, escape from slavery brings not only euphoric relief, but also
confusion, uncertainty, fear, even chaos.  

What happens when there are no rules, no parameters, no authorities? At this
point of the Exodus journey, it is a testament to the charisma of Moses and the
invisible impulse of God’s Spirit that Moses doesn’t arrive at Horeb alone.
Following the train accident in The Fugitive, as the surviving prisoners react to
their sudden freedom, one prisoner, Copeland, unchains main character Richard
Kimble and tells him “Listen, I don’t [care] which way you go; just don’t follow
me. You got that.” Similarly, in O Brother, Where Art Thou, one of the escaped
prisoners, Pete chafes at Everett’s direction, “Who elected you leader of this
outfit?”

“Well, Pete, I figured it should be the one with the capacity for abstract
thought, but if that ain’t the consensus view, then let’s put it to a vote.”

So Pete says, “Suits me. I’m votin’ for yours truly.”

Everett says, “Well I’m votin’ for yours truly, too.”

And poor Delbert looks at them both and says, “Okay, I’m with you fellas.”

No structure, government, organizational chart, council, or constitution – the
timeless recipe for chaos. The Passover, the parting of the Red Sea, the manna, and
the water, miracles all; but perhaps the greatest miracle of the Exodus thus far is
the fact that they are still somewhat together and following Moses.  What’s to keep
them from dispersing like pickup trucks after the Bank of America 500?

 Yet, having reached the very mountain on which the Lord had called on
Moses to bring forth the Israelites, Moses stands before the Lord, and stunningly,
the Israelites are still with him. And here, Exodus tells us that the Lord spoke to
Moses, saying, “You have seen what I did to the Egyptians, and how I bore you on
eagles' wings and brought you to myself. Now therefore, if you obey my voice and
keep my covenant, you shall be my treasured possession out of all the peoples.”
The Lord then proceeds to lay before Moses the fundamental structure for this



disorganized assembly of irritable fugitives.

The Ten Commandments. Undoubtedly, you know about them, but do you
know them? Can you name them?

• You shall worship God alone.

• You shall fashion no idol or graven image.

• You shall not take the name of the Lord in vain.

• You shall remember the Sabbath Day, and keep it holy.

• You shall honor your father and mother.

• You shall not kill.

• You shall not commit adultery.

• You shall not steal.

• You shall not bear false witness.

• You shall not covet.

Also, known as the Decalogue, the Ten Words, these commandments form
the fundamental core principles, the constitution, the Law framing life for the
people of God.  

When answering the question about the greatest commandment, Jesus said,
“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength;
and you shall love your neighbor as yourself.” This wasn’t to supplant or replace
the Ten Commandments. Rather, this answer was expressed as a summary of the
Ten Commandments, the two tablets of the Law.

With apologies to all our Mel Brooks fans, the reason for the two tablets is
not that Moses dropped the third. We speak of two tablets because of the two
directions of the Law. The first four commands frame our relationship with God:

• Monotheism – we worship only one God;

• idolatry – we do not make a god of any object, person, idea, stock,
bond, market index, job, hobby, Constitutional amendment, team,
award, and most certainly not self;

• Honor the name – we do not take the Lord for granted, sell God’s
name, or abuse the privilege to be called children of God;



• Sabbath –worship and spiritual renewal are fundamental to life itself.

The subsequent six commands of the second tablet have to do with our
relationship with our neighbor:

• Honor family relationships – understanding that as children of God, all
relationships are family relationships;

• Do not kill/murder – in these violent, ballistic days, we must explore
how the sixth commandment may take precedence over the second
amendment;

• Do not commit adultery – Don’t break the trust of your relationships,
any of them;

• Do not steal - to take something from others robs both thief and victim
of life;

• Do not bear false witness – Honesty is the best policy. It may be trite,
but it is still valid. Integrity, the lack of it in today’s social media,
web-based, accountability-absent world is one of the greatest threats
to the public good.

• Do not covet – it is the source of so much of this world’s pain, and
when we covet, we remain blind to what we already have and who we
are in God’s eyes.

Two tablets. Human to God; Neighbor to neighbor –  hence Jesus’ summary,
Love God, Love Neighbor.

500 years ago, Martin Luther said, “This much is certain: those who know
the Ten Commandments perfectly know the entire Scriptures and in all affairs and
circumstances are able to counsel, help, comfort, judge, and make decisions in both
spiritual and temporal matters.” (Luther, preface to his Larger Catechism)

So often, we see the Commandments, or rules in general, as restrictive, and
certainly everyone who has ever attended school or worked for a company has seen
their share of rules that are ridiculous. Business Insider reported a list of them from
Reddit users, including the company that didn’t allow employees to bring in soda
to share – this wasn’t for health consciousness, it because they had a vending
machine; or how about the warehouse where hats are forbidden, which is a bit of a
problem for bald guys like me in the winter; and let’s not forget the company
where popcorn in any form was strictly forbidden. The reason given? Have you
ever tried to talk on the phone with popcorn in your mouth? (Business Insider) Here’s an
easy hack: swallow before you dial.

There are rules we relish breaking. I know you’ve been sneaking M&Ms
into the movie theater, and I’m betting your hard sole shoe has touched at least one
gym floor. We chafe against the rules. We cut the corners of them and fudge the



fine print in them.

However, even with the thou shalt nots, the ten commandments are not there
to be restrictive, but rather, the ten commandments are meant to be life giving.
 You see, the one word you won’t find in the ten commandments is the one word
that envelops all of them – Love.

William Sloane Coffin said, “Love measures our stature: the more we love,
the bigger we are. There is no smaller package in all the world than that of a man
all wrapped up in himself.”

What is it about a four-year-old in the expanse of an empty gym?  Is there
anything more joyful? The parent steps inside, lets go of the hand and the kid is
off, running in all sorts of irregular circles around the floor like a figure skater
hyped on caffeine. What is it? Freedom.

And what is it that gives the little tyke such freedom?  The walls. You see,
the moment they step outside of the gym and into the wide open air of the world,
tension rises and life becomes more restrictive. “Sarah, hold my hand.” “Kari, look
both ways.” “Hey Kid, walk, don’t run!” And, of course, there is every parent
standing at tide’s edge on the ocean shore, “Hey guys, you’re too far out; you need
to come back toward me!”

But back in the gym the walls provide freedom. Release the hand and watch
them go. “Knock yourself out, kid.” Paradoxically, the walls mean freedom. Love
becomes that gym, it’s structure defined by the Ten Commands, summarized in the
great Command. It is a space that is life giving. Step outside those walls where
freedom lacks definition, and there, chaos lurks.

Mistaken notions about freedom can be deadly.  Did you know that in the
days following the Las Vegas massacre, the sales of bump stocks dramatically
increased? That’s not freedom. That’s insanity. However, the freedom provided
within the parameters and demands of love is life-giving, often literally.

As the bullets rained down upon the concert-goers in Las Vegas, Iraq veteran
Taylor Winston and his friend Jen, both terrified, ran for the fence surrounding the
venue. He shouted to others to keep their heads down and arriving at the fence
helped a number of people over it. Once over the fence, still in the kill zone, Taylor
spotted a dirt parking lot with a number of white construction trucks and made his
way across to it, managing to find a pickup with its keys inside. Finding one he
jumped in and sped off … back toward the venue, back toward the ongoing rain of
bullets. His goal was to get as many people out as he could, others helping the
injured into the back of the truck. Once loaded, he raced off to the nearest hospital,
and upon unloading, raced back to get a second load. Who does that? And why? I
guess you could point out that freedom means Taylor could get in that truck with
his friend and race off into the desert. But that’s not freedom. That’s fear. But he
went back toward the chaos, not once but twice, an act of great courage and
compassion, an act of freedom defined by the parameters of love.    

Though some rules may be petty, may seem restrictive, and may invite



rebellion, the rules of love provide freedom and life. Amen.
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